No Joke Here, Folks...

Streakers Liberally Educate Librarians
by John Bain
A revival of sorts took place last
Monday evening in the Collins
Library. Revived was the ancient
practice (see Genesis: Adam and
Eve) of streaking, which until then
was considered a hopelessly outmoded fad.
Four priestesses appropriately
clad in suitable streaking attire left
the main floor bathroom at approximately 9:00 and made their way,
rather briskly according to
eyewitnesses, out of the main entrance.
The ritual did not end with so
short an exposure to would-be converts however. For after beating a
hasty retreat form the noble
auspices of Colling Library, these
frockless four made their way to A.L.
It was here that they found
themselves, due to the blind dedica-

tion of our own Security, locked out
of the dorm. Showing an incredible
lack of foresight on their parts, these
four had neglected to bring along
any keys. Although this could have
been due to the fact that they also
brought along no pockets into which
to place the keys, this development

only served to lengthen by approximately twenty minutes an already
overdeveloped exposure.
At this point, fact and speculation
become indistinguishable. No one
seems able to identify for certain
just who these four individuals were.
The four, having already made one

appearance this semester, without
clothes, are not making an open admission with them.
Nevertheless, the lack of facts
pertaining to the Identity of these
would-be trend setters has not
discouraged certain speculative
Continued on Page 15
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University Axes Department Budgets
By Jeri Hurd
"It was a total shock?"
This was the comment made by
Professor David Green regarding the
recent axing of the Art Department's
offering in sculpture from the curriculum. But the loss of that class is
only one ripple of a larger wave
caused by the University's $100,000
budget cut
.

In response to a suggestion from
the Budget Task Force, it was decided that the use of supplementary (or
adjunct) faculty was the best area in
which to economize. Thus, several
departments have been affected,
and some quite severely. Besides the
Art Department's loss, the English
Department had to decrease their
offerings by twelve classes (eight 101

sections, English 199 and the two
journalism classes) while Religion
lost two classes (both 101's).
When asked what criteria were used in deciding which classes to cut,
Tom Davis, Dean of the University,
replied, "If you can't do everything,
what do you choose? One way of
assuring mediocrity is an across-theboard cut. Everything is a valid and

Game Room Proposal Turned Down
By Crystal Wagley
The SUB Renovation Committee
gave a 2-hour presentation before
the UPS Facilities Committee last
Friday, in hopes they could receive
approval for a new Info Booth/Game
Room Complex. The location being
considered for such a remodification was the 30' by 13' area behind
the present Info Booth and folding
locked walls to the right, which currently houses a storage space used
by Food Service.
The Renovation Committee's proposal involved a floor plan which
has taken them the last month to
develop thoroughly. The Committee
believes that the remodeling would
"benefit the student body both
financially and socially, and will
make the Student Union Building
more attractive and aesthetically
pleasing."
The Facilities Committee voiced
their refusal of the plan; however,

there seem to be some conflicting
opinions as to how the meeting was
concluded. One member of the
Renovation Committee was under
the impression that the F.C. would
not allow the new Game Room/Info
Booth in the location initially proposed, but would consider the same
facility in a different area of the
SUB—possibly the back corner by the
Snack Bar.
On the other hand, Richard Grimwood, the director of Food Service
and a member of the Facilities Committee, called. the project a "good
idea." He also said, "The proposal
has not been decided as far as I'm
concerned. If they can come up
with a solution for my storage problem, I think the plan should
definitely be considered." He added
that the concrete pad outside the
back of the bookstore had been
discussed as a possible location for
alternate storage.

Serni Solidarios, who is Student
Activities Director and active on
both committees involved, reported
that the Facilities Committee had
been "supportive of the idea—just
not the location." He did comment
that he was expecting the Renovation Committee to draw up some
new plans for the same kind of setup, only in a different portion of the
SUB. One can gather from SRC
members that the Facilities Committee didn't think a game room would
create a very good first impression
of the school for those who use the
main SUB entrance.
If the project had been approved,
it would have accomodated a much
more spacious Information Booth
that would contain a large magazine
rack, an expanded and more visible
snack counter/soda fountain, and a
larger, more accessible bulletin
board. Adjacent to the Information
Continued on Page 13
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This Is the proposal for a new game room and information booth complex as seen by a student who walks
in the front door of the SUB. The proposal was turned down by the Facilities Committee last week.
Drawing by Clark Yerrington.

worthwhile course, but we have to
ask which ones are more important
to the University. We looked at each
department and class individually."
Davis went on to explain that a tuition hike alone wouldn't cover the
total needed funds for the 1981-82
school year. "We wanted to keep
tuition as low as possible—our raise
was the lowest around, only 12 pe%
cent. Other schools have increases
of 13-15 percent. At the same time,
we want to keep a reasonable
salary...the staff and faculty salary
pool is already partially subsidizing
the decrease in budget. There was
only a 10 percent pay increase, while
the inflation rate rose 13 percent."
Dean Davis added that operating
procedures were already cut as low
as they could go.
The repercussions of this policy
are far reaching. Having been
assured several weeks ago that the
course in sculpture would be offered
next year, Professor Green was called to his department head's office
on March 18th and shown a memo
from Dean Bauer, Academic Dean,
stating the class and his postiticn
would be cancelled. The low enrollment was offered as the reason for
the cut. Green, an adjunct instructor
here for the past two years, did not
accept this. "I don't know where
they're getting their figures from. It's
a complete mystery to John McCuistion (the department chairman) and
me." He stated that the average
number of students in a studio class
is 13.5; this term the sculpture class
has 15, and is, in any case, usually
above the average.
In an attempt to gain support for
the program and In order to get
signatures for a petition to Dean
Davis, the art students held a
meeting last Thursday In the SUB
lounge. Approximately 40-50
students attended, many of them
non-majors. In their petition, thvy
pointed out a problem that discontinuing the sculpture class would
cause. "We understand that enrollment in the art department is down,
and budget cuts need to be made.
However, the situation becomes a
Continued on Page 13
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Fahrenheit 451... in Olympia,

Proposed Censorship Law Threat to Public
By David C. Smith
Someday, we may live in a society
where a book vendor cannot and
will not sell a book for fear that a
citizen may come in, accuse the vendor of selling pornography, take him
to court, and win the case, forcing
the salesman to pay $250,000.
This nightmare of self-censorship
is no fiction from Ray Bradbury. The
proposed revisions to House Bill No.
626, which just passed through the
Washington State Committee on
Ethics, Law and Justice, develop exactly this scenario. Only two congressman voted against the bill.
Specifically the bill allows "any
private citizen or citizens of this
state, including, but not limited to,
any nonprofit corporation incorporated or authorized to do business
in the state" to bring suit against any
person who "with knowlege maintain(s) a moral nuisance." According
to the bill, a moral nuisance is "a
nuisance which is injurious to public
morals!"
Since "knowledge" is defined by
the proposed revisions as "having
knowledge of the contents and
character of the patently offensive
sexual content which appears in the
lewd matter," any bookstore sales

Special thanks to the photo
staff, for an excellent job; to
the ad sales staff, for a
superior job; to the reporters,
especially Crystal, Jeri, Sue,
and John; and to Richard Bollinger, who knows how much of
a nightmare this paper can be.
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clerk who has seen or read the book
in question is guilty, regardless of
whether he personally felt it was
"lewd" or not.
Furthermore, any "person who,
for profit-making purposes and with
knowledge, sells, exhibits, displays,
or produces any lewd matter... is
guilty of promoting pornography."
This, of course, is a felony. The fines
range from $25,000 to $250,000.
There are three other atrocities
contained within the bills.
First. "Lewdness shall have and
include all those meanings which are
assigned to it under the common
law."
Under this clear and distinct
guideline, we should have no problem.
Second. "The court may require
the state to reimburse any private
plaintiff who successfully maintains
a civil action... for all of his
reasonable costs. including attorneys' fees, court costs, expert
witness fees, and the like." There is
no compensation possible for the
bookstore owner who wins a suit.
Third. "If any provision of this act
or its application to any person or
circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application
of the provision to other persons or
circumstances is not affected."
The strict prosecution and vague
wording of this bill would produce
self-censorship to the extreme. Book
sellers, having nothing to gain,
would no longer sell books or
materials which could be considered
"moral nuisances," whatever they
may be. A private nonprofit
organization (I wonder who that
could be), fervent in its cause and indifferent to losses of money (there's
always the next telethon) could prosecute store owners and, if victorious, could even be reimbursed
by the government.
Of course, I don't see any way
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that the courts will adow a bill like
this to even exist beyond its first attempted enforcement. Yet, I don't
see how this thing passed the Ethics
Committee, for that matter. Is the
special interest lobbying of these
groups that overwhelming? Are our
representatives so corrupt as to
senselessly rubber stamp such a
dangerous bill just to get approval
of a group which claims to be
"moral?"
Apparently so. Additionally, one
never knows how many judges are
influenced by these "religious"

rightists. As corny as this sounds,
every person who cares about the
valuable freedom of the press must
write or call their local representatives.
The bill is currently before the
Rules Committee and must be introduced to the House agenda by
April 15. Anyone interested in
reading this monstrosity can pick
one up at the Trail office, Mondays
thru Thursdays, 12-4 pm.
Lawrence, Salinger, Joyce, and
Vonnegut could be the first authors
on somebody's hit list.

Americans Ignorant of
Foreign Languages
By Cynthia Henry
Language. It's the key to communication, to understanding.
However, it is also a barrier, for we
don't understand those with whom

we cannot communicate.
I would like to bring to your attention the fact that the United States

has a dangerously low proficiency in
foreign languages. As students, we
should be aware of the importance
of langauge skills, the doors open to
those who are able to speak a
foreign language, and the opportunities that are lost to those who
cannot.
The following facts, taken from
congressman Paul Simon's book,
The Tongue Tied American, should
cause us all to consider the present
situation.
Of those who graduate from
high school today, fewer than 4 percent have had more than 2 years of a
foreign language. By comparison,
other countries require study of
foreign languages throughout the
student's education.
The United States continues to
be the only nation where you can
graduate from college without having had one year of a foreign
language during any of the 12 years
of schooling.
Of 11 million U.S. students
seeking graduate and undergraduate
degrees, fewer than 1 percent are
studying the languages used by 75
percent of the world's population.
Every year the total number of
persons who can communicate in
foreign languages decreases, while
every year the nations's need for
linguistics in defense, in foreign affairs, and in the private sector increases.
Language is very important for
understanding the people of the
world. If one doesn't understand a
language, one also cannot understand the person, problems can be
avoided by knowing a foreign
language, just as many can arise due
to the lack of knowledge.
We should seriously consider the
foreign language problems our

country is faced with. In politics,
business, the sciences and more, we
need to know the language in order
to understand those with whom we
are communicating. Past experiences show that there have often
been misinterpretations in our affairs with other countries because
we cannot understand them - we
cannot speak their langauge. Thus,
we are dependent upon translators,
if they are available, and they do
make mistakes.
Unfortunately, many Americans
think that everyone should speak
our language, the international
language - English. However, English
is only one of many languages in the
world, and as the world grows and
countries develop, the percentage of
people who speak English decreases.
This trend will continue. Therefore,
in order to continue communicating
with the rest of the world, it will be
necessary to learn their languages.
Imagine the consequences if OPEC
required all business dealing to be
held in Arabic. Don't think it isn't
possible - it's happened before with
other countries, and it's likely to
happen again.
You may be asking, "Why should I
study a foreign language?" Many of
us become to caught up in our
speciality areas to realize that there
are other areas which could enhance
our knowledge - and allow us to take
advantage of some very special opportunities. A foreign language is
one of these areas. For students of
business, politics and government,
and economics, it is important to
understand the culture and manner
of thinking of the countires with
which we are dealing. A knowledge
of the language can give us this
understanding. In the sciences,
many publications and discoveries
are printed in other languages.
Translations are not always
available - or correct. One can
understand the history and art of a
country when one understands the
culture. Many of the world's greatest
literary works are written in foreign
Continued on Page 13
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No! Cousens
Correct???
To the Editor:
As much as I hate to say this,
Frank Cousens might not be totally
wrong in his view of the Biology
Department. Usually whenever I
hear Dr. Cousens complain about
the attitude in the sciences I grit my
teeth so as not to do anyone any
physical damage. But now I am horrified to find that just perhaps he is
partially correct.
This letter is admittedly parochial
because it deals with a particular
course in the Biology Department,
but it might have its parallels in
other departments.
Every other fall, Dr. Murray
Johnson, a well-known surgeon and
mammalogist, offers a course in
mammology using the resources of
the Natural History Museum. When
it was last offered in 1979 I was still
a sophomore and too loaded down
with classes to take it, so I decided
to wait until my senior year. Much to
my disgust, when I inquired at the
Museum last week, I was informed
that the Biology Department has
agreed that the course should not be
offered.
This was particularly disturbing to
me for I work/study in the museum
and have been looking forward to
taking this class. I asked why mammalogy would not be offered and I
will admit that the answer was probably a little biased (on the side of
the museum). The general impression I received was first that the
Biology Department feels that Mammalogy belongs on the graduate
level. I protest? Mammology is a
general course and belongs on the
graduate level no more than, say,
microbiology. In fact, less so, for
probably the only prerequisites for
Mammalogy would be BIO 101 or
201.
I have run into some problems in
stirring up interest among my fellow
majors about this course. First, since
the course is offered once every two
years, no one really remembers it until they see it in the catalog. Secondly, Dr Johnson is not a regular staff
member and has no one to lobby for
him. Lastly, the museum is isolated
for some reason from the rest of the
Biology Department.
Talking to students who have
taken Mammalogy, I have met with
almost universal enthusiasm. The
class sounds worthwhile and I know
that Dr. Johnson is an excellent
teacher. He is still active in the
world of mammalogy and has a
great amount of knowledge to offer.
It is unjust not to allow students the
chance to decide whether or not
they want to take this course. I find
it ironic that I have been advised
several times to take classes just for
the experience of the teacher and
now the department is not giving
students the chance to take a class
from Dr. Johnson.
Well, Frank, you may have gained

a very reluctant convert to your antiscience-liberal education bandwagon (although I won't sit at your
feet).
Catherine Gilbert

Weisbart's Acts
Justified
To the Editor:
As a past Senator who has served
under three different administrations within ASUPS, it is nice to see
that we have returned to a time of
effective leadership in A.S.B. In Sue
Egge's article, "Weisbart Defends
Controversial Policies," Dougs'
policies, ideas, and objectives were
misconstrued to the point that Doug
appeared heavy-handed and
unreceptive to the ideas and
philosophies of A.S.B. If the journalist would have taken the time and
care to look into the accomplishments and successes he has
obtained, the journalist would have
found that every project Doug has
undertaken has been done with
precision and quality. Doug has the
knowledge and expertise necessary
to handle the position of A.S.B
Business Vice President, which requires an "iron hand" for A.S.B. to
succeed in these times of high inflation. I have worked with Doug on
many different projects within the
last three years, and have never
found him unwilling to voice his opinions for the good of the the student
body. Those clubs and organizations
that have a fear that their program
will either not be funded or that he
will not approve their expenditure
must themselves be unable to justify
their expense. Most clubs and
organizations look solely at their
own programs, whereas Doug must
look at all programs and their effectiveness on the entire campus and
the surrounding community. A.S.B.
has a very limited amount of money
to spend each year and as such the
job of Business Vice President, along

with the budget committee and
Senate, must allocate the A.S.B.
funds to effect the greatest number
of people in the University and community, in the most equitable manner. The article brought out the fact
that Doug is thinking about investing
A.S.B. funds in the market. The problem is that the article left the
reader with a totally different idea
of what Doug wanted to do with the
money. The article made it sound as
if Doug was going to tie up all A.S.B.
funds to the point that we were not

pursuing with the University to find
out why A.S.B has not been receiving
the interest that was theirs on money
that was put in the checking account. On Friday, Doug was able to
get from the University, for the
students benefit, the interest on their
money for the last year Therefore,
you need not worry about Doug investing our money unwisely in South
African Gold Mines, or whatever
people thought he was going to do
with the money.
The article that was written,
basically stems from people who are
afraid of the changes that Doug has
pursued. They know they cannot
pull the wool over his eyes and are
worried about how they will be able
to swindle him. Personally, I tip my
hat to the contributions he has and
will continue to give to the entire
student body.
An old A.S.B.'er
Olga Manos

Music Recital

Weisbart: really a nice guy.
Photo by David Frankel
able to function if the money was
needed. The point that former ASB
Business Vice President brought out
was that he would never invest any
students funds with the Unversity
because it would give the University
too much control of our money. My
question to Steve Gerrodette is: For
the last 25 years, where has the
money been? A.S.B. does not have a
checking account and has always
gone through the University to
everyone else's knowledge.
After talking to Doug, I found out
that for the last week he has been

Todd Merkley, a sophomore
music major, will be performing a
trumpet recital Wednesday, April 8,
at 8:00 p.m. Grant Mack will be
assisting him on the piano. Todd's
program will include works by
Handel, Haydn, Mahler, Wagner,
featuring a 12-piece brass choir, and
Simon. The recital will be held in
Jacobsen Recital Hall.
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Lecture Review

Food for Thou ht

Veseth Explains
"Human Rights"

English Ana yzes
Kafka's "Trial"

By David Frankel
The right to a necktie is actually a
bundle of rights to certain actions involving the tie.
So said Michael Veseth,
Economics professor, on March 25,
in the first of a series of informal
speeches by Economics faculty.
Veseth spoke on "Human Rights
and Property Rights." He mentioned
that he intended to write an article
on the subject.
In introduction to his topic,
Veseth said that property rights were
"the socially defined set of rules
that govern our permissible actions
with goods and with people."
Thus, he said, a property right is
actually a bundle of rights, each one
to a certain action respecting the
property and other people.
Veseth then pointed to his
necktie, and said that his right to
that tie was actually a combination
of several different rights: The rights
to show it, to hide it, to give it away,
to keep it, to offer it for sale at any
price, and so on
.

by Sue Egge
"You cannot reach truth through
procedures, you have to put your
whole self on call..."
Looking inward at yourself was
the message at March 17th's "Food
For Thought" on Joseph Kafka's The
Trial. Only four people attended the
program, which is sponsored by the
English Majors' Association, and one
of them was the speaker, Education
Professor John English.
Kafka was a man who wrote only
to relieve the tension within him,
said English. He noted that The Trial
iii1111111 relates the experiences of a man
called "K" who is symbolic of Kafka
Mike Veseth and his famous necktie analogy, Photo by David Frankel.
himself.
Vesetn also asserted that socially.
The hour long program by English
economists believe people tend to He read from the United Nations
included
his presentation of K as a
Declaration
of
Human
Rights,
comdo with their property rights what
man afraid of facing himself,
menting that he himself had no basic
will best benefit them. He said that
graphic examples of K's refusal of
ideas on what human rights should
therefore if the rights are changed,
responsibility and denial of integrity,
be,
but
that
one
could
best
view
the
people will act differently.
and ended with an informal discusDeclaration as a list of goals, those
When discussing the other variety
sion of the work.
of getting a living wage, having an
of rights (human rights), Veseth said
According to English, Kafka's
education
and
holidays
with
pay,
enthat, like property rights, human
character K went through a series of
joying the arts, and so on, rather that
rights are sets of rules about perconflicts which every man must
a list of functional rights.
missible actions and are determined
resolve in one of two ways. Initially,
every man has a knowledge and
belief about what is good and evil,
yet he is too weak to continually act
on his knowledge, Kafka showed
that K could have dealt with his
two UPS students, the Irish team
vironment." The Tacoma team said
knowledge of good and evil through
took the affirmative side, drawing
that Americans are not willing to
forgiveness (i.e.: Christian ideology),
frequent laughter as they wandered
change their energy consumption.
but he did not. English explained
around the topic and took jabs at
"It is not that you cannot
that K's understanding of good and
Americans' energy use. The debate
change," said the 20-year old law
evil was then obscured, and he
topic was; "Resolved that the prostudent, Sean Moran, of Americans'
shifted his sins and blame onto the
tection of the national environment
environmental waste "but that you
world. As an end result, K viewed the
is a more important goal than
say you will not.,.l suggest you do."
world as evil and hostile, a condition
satisfacton of national energy
"These are the best young
English considered to be a "dead
demands."
debaters in Ireland," said the Norend"to life.
Drnjevic and
Senior Ron
thwest Regional 1981 Coors Debate
The "Food For Thought" programs
freshman Joel Gleghorn of UPS,
Series Coordinator Maureen Spice.
are continuing every Thursday at
were joined by PLU senior Mark
Spice noted that the Irishmen gainnoon in the McCormick room of the
Dunmire in stating that Americans
ed their positions on the touring
Library. The English Majors' Associaneed to place equal emphasis on
team through competition in a
tion's Chairman Jerri Hurd said that
energy needs, not just the conservadebate clasic sponsored by an Irish
there was better attendence last
tion of the environment.
national newspaper, the Irish Times.
semester, and she hoped it will im"We have to place as our highest
The other Irish debaters included
prove. Last Thursday, Foreign
value, maximizing the quality of
law student David Cooke, who, like
Language Professor Dan Clouse was
life," said Dunmire in a summarizaMoran, is in his third year at Trinity
to have spoken on Spanish
tion of the negative position.
College in Dublin, and Gerry Stemliterature. Clouse will also lead
Gleghorn noted that to consider one
bridge, the team captain.
"Food For Thought" today.
extreme only (environmental conser"I've come from a land far across
vation) meant that the other extreme
the sea, to bring truth to the Ignorant
(energy demands), would be ignored.
Americans," said Stembridge. Drn"Any system of ethics," he said,
jevic, who spoke prior to Stem"would always preempt that you
bridge, used Webster's New ColContinued on Page 8
consider both energy and the en-

I

Tacoma/Ireland Face-Off
Over American Self-Indulgence
by Sue Egge
"Satisfaction of American needs
must take a second seat to their environment," said one of the three
Irish debaters brought to campus
Monday night by the Adolph Coors
Company.
Competing against one PLU and
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Foreign Languages Week

Language Houses Offer Variety and Fun
By NMI Fox
In the past two years there has
been Increasing public concern over
the disturbing Inability of Americans
to communicate in languages other
than English. Given the Increase in
contact with people in foreign countries (In business, politics, and
education) and the rapid influx of
Spanish-speaking Individuals in our
own country, this concern is a very
valid one, and one which many people believe cannot be ignored any
longer.
As a result of this, some universities are instituting foreign
language requirements; also, many
graduate programs are requiring
competence in at least one foreign
language for graduation. Although
UPS does not have a language requirement at this time, the need for
foreign language proficiency has not
been ignored! In fact, the Language

House Program has been very active
at this school for nearly eight years
—preceeding the current national
furor by many years.
An integral part of foreign
language studies at UPS, the
Language House Program offers
students the opportunity to improve
their speaking and comprehension
skills in a "real life" situation, proMing program residents and other
interested students alike.
This program, In recent years, has
had at its disposal three Universityowned houses, all located within
one block of campus. Five students
live in each house and are expected
to speak, learn, and live their target
language — either French, German,
or Spanish. Residents do make a concerted effort to speak the language
in all daily situations, just as if they
were living in a foreign country. One

Foreign Languages Week
Events Kick Off Saturday
A visit by Karl-Heinz Wever, Consul General of Germany, highlights
Foreign Language Week, April 4-9,
1981 at the University of Puget
Sound. Wever will speak on
German-American relations at a 3
p.m. gathering on April 8 in the McCormick room of the UPS Collins
Memorial Library. The public is cordially invited to attend any and all
of the activities scheduled.
The week begins with the Festival
of Languages Celebration, an evening of music, drama and dance performed by UPS faculty and students.
French poetry and comedy, Spanish
guuitar performances, German
songs and violin pieces, a performance of French puppets and other
forms of art are planned. The
festivities are scheduled to begin
April 4 at 7 p.m. in Jacobsen Recital
Hall of the UPS music building.
A lecture on 20th century Spanish
dramatist Sastre, titled "Alfonso
Sastre and Existentialism" will be
delivered by Professor Elbert E.
Bilyeu of Central Washington
University on April 6 at 2 p.m. in the
Shelmidine room of the library.
The French film "Alphaville," is
scheduled for that evening at 7 p.m.
In McIntyre Hall, room 116.
April 2 is Secondary School Day at
the University of Puget Sound.
Students from local junior high and

high schools are the guests of the
UPS faculty and students, and will
perform skits, songs and dances in
the languages they are currently studying. In addition to the student
presentations, Dr. Robert Chisolm,
Superintendent of Clover Park
School District, will give a slide
presentation and a talk on education
in Red China. The day's events begin
at 1 p.m. in the UPS Kilworth Chapel.
The appearance of the General
Consul of Germany is scheduled for
April 8. "Der Freischutz", an opera
film in German will be shown that
evening at 7 p.m. in McIntyre Hall,
room 006.
The movies are a continuation of
the UPS Foreign Languages Film
Festival, which began in March.
Other movies include "Les Jeus
Sont Faits," (The Die is Cast) a
French film set for April 22. On April
29, "Tierra Prometieda," (The Promised Land) a Chilean film, will be
shown. Finally, the East German
movie "Der Unterran," (The Subject)
is set for May 6. All of these movies
will begin at 7 p.m. in McIntyre Hall,
room 006, and are free of charge.
Sponsored by the UPS Foreign
Languages Department, all activities
of Foreign Language Week and the
film festival are free and open to the
public. For further information, call
756-3186.

If you like Rock n' Roll
you will love

"Yesterday & Today"
Live at the Ram
on South 19th
Across from T.C.C.
Tues, Fri. & Sat.

resident who has lived in the program for two years commented that
she has become absolutely fluent in
such important phrases as "Who
didn't wash their dishes?!" and
"Who used all the hot water?!"
In addition to this, the residents
participate in weekly conversation
meetings, which are open to the entire campus community. About once
a month, the members join in an allprogram event where they can share
their progress and problems and provide support for each other.
Professor Michel Rocchi, cofounder of the program (now on an
exchange at the Sorbonne in Paris),
stressed the following to interested
students: "The houses provide
students and faculty with an opportunity to interact outside the
classroom and also encourage faculty, staff, and students to brush-up on

their languages at the weekly sessions."
The Language House Program is
now accepting applications for
residence next year In any of the
three houses. All interested students,
male and female, are encouraged to
contact Niki Fox (Student Coordinator) at ext-4185 or Esperanza
Gurza (Temporary Director) at
ext-3111 for information and/or an
application.
FINAL NOTE!! Dont' miss the upcoming Foreign Language Festival
which will kick-off Foreign Language
Week at UPS (April 4-10). Members
of the houses, faculty, and other interested students will perform a
variety of short plays, music, and
skits to the theme of "Through Life
with Foreign Languages," at
Jacobsen Recital Hall at 7 pm this

Saturday.

Ebert Receives Northwest
Composer Symposium Award
Lawrence Ebert, professor of
music at the University of Puget
Sound, has been named one of the
three winners of the 1980-81 Northwest Composers Symposium.
The Tacoma composer was
awarded third prize for his composition "Overture for Orchestra", by a
panel of music experts including
Gerald Kechley, Stanley Chapple
and Frances Walton.
The 12 tone composition premiered
in December, 1980, and was performed in concert by the University
of Puget Sound Orchestra. Dr.
Ebert, a prolific composer, is professor of Theory and Composition at
the University of Puget Sound, and
currently serves as chairman of the
Music Theory Department. Ebert's
other compositions include Concer-

to for Violin and Orchestra, Cantata
for Chamber Ballet, Three
Paragraphs for Flute and Piano, and
more.
Dr. Ebert holds a Bachelor of
Music in Theory and a Master of
Music in Theory from the Cleveland
Institute of Music, as well as a Ph.D.
in Composition from Michigan State
University. He has been teaching for
over 18 years, and has played professionally throughout the country.
The Northwest Composers Symposium is an annual competition
which provides performance opportunities to composers from the
Pacific Northwest. NCWS is supported and funded by grants from
the Washington State Arts Commission and the National Endowment
for the Arts, in Washington D.C.
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MATH, PHYSICS, AND
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS

THE AIR FORCE HAS JOB OPENINGS FOR
YOU.
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS,
SEN I ORS ...CONS !DER I NG THE WORK
THAT YOU PUT INTO YOUR DEGREE, YOU
WANT TO INSURE THAT YOU FIND A JOB
WHERE YOUR ABILITIES WI LL REALLY
BE USED. UPON GRADUATION, THE AIR
FORCE WI LL PUT YOUR TALENTS TO WORK
RIGHT AWAY.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES WILL BE DISCUSSED
AT 6:45 PM ON 7 APRIL AT UPS BY AIR
FORCE REPRESENTATIVES. CAN'T HURT
TO COME AND LISTEN.
CALL CAPT VINCENT — 756-3264.

parents Weekend Festivities
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Luau, Other Activities Planned for Ma and Pa
By Cynthia Tate
It's that time of year again! Spring
has sprung and Parents' Weekend is
just around the corner - relatively
speaking. This is your opportunity to
show your parents what you've been
doing here at UPS. (Or in the case of
some - what you haven't been
doing.)
The events planned for the
weekend represent a diverse selection of the activities available to
UPS students. This is to give your
parents an overall view of college
life.
Friday centers on academics.
Parents will have the opportunity to
attendIlasses with their students. In
the afternoon, various departments
will be having open houses. Faculty
and staff will be on hand to answer
questions. President and Mrs. Phibbs
will be hosting a reception at their
home to meet parents.
Several events are planned to
make the evening a memorable one
for both you and your parents. A de-

licious salmon dinner is being put on
by the Union House (reserve your
tickets early for Mom and Dad).
After dinner attend the Inside
Theatre play - Imaginary Invalid, or
the campus film - Time After Time.
While the night is still young, join us
in the Great Hall and dance the
night away to the sound of big band
music.
Saturday will prove to be just as
exciting. While the center of attraction will be provided by the
Hawaiian Club, other events are happening that day. The bookstore will
be open (buy Mom and Dad a UPS
t-shirt), the Pot and Print sale will be
going on, various living'groups will
be hosting a coffee hour starting at
10:00, and Panhellenic will be sponsoring a luncheon accompanied by a
fashion show. Also, on the agenda
for the afternoon is the J.D. Shotwell
track tournament, and Imu (Roast
Pig) pit opening.
Dinner on Saturday will be provid-

ed by the Hawaiian Club. This
authentic luau, with food and
flowers flown in from the islands,
will be a sensational treat that you
won't want to miss. The Hawaiian
theme continues after dinner with
their traditional show. Members of
the club will perform native dances
and songs for your enjoyment.
Sunday concludes the events for
the weekend with a student conducted worship at Kilworth Chapel.

Controversy and Projects
Keep Senators, Execs Busy
By David C. Smith COMMENTARY
Tinamarie Ybarra asked the
Senate last week why the South
African Student Exchange Committee, a Senate task force, could not
charge its operating and publicity
expenses to the ASUPS internal
budget.
Ybarra had been allowed to copy
materials on the ASUPS copier and
to purchase materials for publicity
from the bookstore under Steve Gerrodette's administration. However,
when Weisbart assumed office and
discovered that the committee had

SENATE

I

WATCHDOG

V-----erry Sten
verse after debate.

ea

1, Ron Drnjevic and Mark Turner [UPS] conPhoto by Carrie Thorne.

Irish Lads Downgrade
American Energy Values
Continued from Page 6
legiate Dictionary to define a "total
environment." Stembridge was
quick to suggest that perhaps, "Ronny here, might be better off if he,
like Webster's dictionary was morraco bound."
Since coming to America, Stembridge said that he had found that
all Americans drive three cars...all
at one time, that Americans think
that Colonel Sanders invented food,
and that for intellectual stimulation, they watch Johnny Carson.
Such comments were frequent
throughout the evening.
While the audience applauded
and laughed at the Irishmen,
Cleghorn wanted to know how, if
they lived in Ireland, could they say
that there was so much at fault with
the American system. He further

'1/1111/41LlIC,1111" CICLety
SALES • REPAIR • ASSEMBLY

shop for
cyclists run
by cyclists.'
"A

noted that they were criticizing the
values of every American.
Each of the Tacoma debaters tried
to make the point that the Irishmen
were not supporting their statements
with facts. Because they were the affirmative side, "The Irishmen have a
burden of proof," said Dunmire,
"They gave us no definitions, no
alternatives (to present energy consumption),...and they haven't been
specific," Drnjevic noted.
"Technically speaking, this was
one of the worst debates I've ever
heard," said one observer who added that he had enjoyed the event
anyway. "The debate had too heavy
an emphasis on philosophical matters, and not enough substance,"
said another UPS student, who added, "You have to have evidence to
support a philosophy."

Our shop offers a complete
line of touring and racing
accessories.

Spring Tune Upsl $14.95
596 discount with UPS ID
2711 6th Avenue

Faculty, staff and students have
all worked together to make this
weekend one which you will be proud to share with your parents. This is
the perfect opportunity for parents
to get together with their students
and experience the college life UPS
provides. So remember to invite
your parents or substitute parents
(professor, relative, or close friend)
during your next phone call, and
plan to attend.

been using ASUPS funds, he used his
authority to place a 24-hour freeze
on its purchasing power. When those
24 hours ran out, President Aaron
Peterson placed a freeze on the
budget (also within his powers) until
the next Senate meeting, when the
matter could be discussed.
The difference arose because the
original motion which established
the committee prohibited the use of
AUPS funds for the project. There
has been some debate over whether
this refers to the actual funding of
the South African student or to the
proram as a whole, including
publicity expenses.
My argument at the meeting was,
and still is, that the SASE committee,
as a Senate task force, should be
allowed to charge its operating expenses to the budget. The total
amount in question is a whopping
$11.50. As Gerrodette said at the
meeting, Senate seemed to be overly
"materialistic" over an "immaterial
amount of money." There seems to
be no purposeful reason why Senate
cannot fund this committee like any
other task force and simultaneously
support a worthy and moral project.
One of the most ridiculous
arguments presented at the meeting
was that Senate should not fund the
project in any way because it
doesn't know if the students on the
campus support it or not. As Dr. Parr
nen, faculty advisor, pointed out,
Senate often acts on much larger
Issues than this without knowing
whether the students support them
or not.

The issue was sent to the Finance
Committee, which hopefully will
finance the worthy cause with a mini
mal amount.
KUPS — More Watts or What's No
Morel
The future of KUPS-FM depends.
upon the availability of funds for t
power increase this summer.
Apparently, if the station does not
increase its power to the magical
figure of 100 watts, then the FCC will
eventually phase it out like other
ten-watt stations. KUPS needs foul
to five thousand dollars for this increase in power.
An attempt to receive funds from
the University was met with the expected negative reply. The University granted the station its permission
to operate on the condition that it
be entirely funded by students.
In addition, there will be "no
future orientation of KUPS into the
Communications Department." The
reason given is that only "topnotched programs" were allowed to
be a significant part of UPS curriculum, and the expenses of radio
programming were too great to
make it superior.
The radio station may be asking
ASUPS for a special loan, although
the University has offered to loan
the money at 12 percent interest.
The Enrichment Fund is another
source of revenue which is being explored as a possiblity.
The matter will be taken up in more
detail by Senate at a later date.
Bob Akamian, a current member
of the KUPS staff, and an applicant
for KUPS general manager for next
year, summed up the matter quite
nicely: "There will be no quality in
the station if [future managers] are
given a half-decent station to run."
Traffic Light on Union Avenue/
One of the newly-elected Executive Vice-President John Morris'
"campaign promises" Is travelling a
bumpy road to nowhere.
At the Senate meeting, Morris announced that a traffic light for
Union Avenue is "four years down
the road and $50,000 away." It
seems he has hit some "red tape" In
accomplishing his goal.
Morris cited another recent accident involving a non-student
pedestrian near the Fieldhouse as
further proof that a light is vital to
pedestriam safety.
Despite
the
increasingly
pessimistic outlook, Morris plans to
continue the pursuit of his goal.

Graduates Contribute
to A-V Department
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Scholarship Corner
Foreign Student Scholarship
Several scholarships for foreign
students are available for 1981-82.
Award amounts will average $400.
Students must be undergraduates
and must have completed one full
year of coursework at UPS. Financial
need and academic performance
will be considered. Deadline is May
1
Fred Zahn Scholarship
Several $1500 scholarships are
available to undergraduate students
who are graduates of Washington
High Schools. Financial need is one
of the major considerations. In recent years, preference has been
given to 1981-82 juniors and seniors
with at least a 3.5 C.P.A. Deadline is
May 1.
American Society of Women Accountants
Two $200 scholarships will be
available for graduate and undergraduate students in accounting.
Deadline is May 1
.

William P. Woods Business Scholarship
Washington Natural Gas Co. offers this $1000 award to a full time
junior or senior. Applications
available in Mc128. Deadline is April
15
.

Altrusa Scholarship
A $250 award restricted to mature
women who can demonstrate financial need is available for 1981-82.
Deadline is April 17.
Haas Foundation Award of Merit
A 11500 scholarship is available to
an undergraduate student in the
field of journalism. Applicants must
be fulltime students currently of
sophomore or junior standing with a
3.25 C.P.A. Deadline is April 24.

Daughters of Pioneers of
Washington Scholarship
A $500 scholarship is available to
a student who is a descendant of a
Washington pioneer. Deadline is
April 15.
American Business Women Associal
tion Scholarship
Grants up to $800 are awarded to !
juniors, seniors and graduate women!
planning careers in business and
who are in need of financial)
assistance. Deadline is April 6.
United Methodist Ethnic Minority I
Scholarships
Grants range from $500 to $10001
for Native American, Asian, Black,'
or Hispanic undergraduate students'
who are active members of the
United Methodist Church. Deadline:
is May 1.
Rainier Brewing Company Scholar- I
ship in Honor of Edwin S. Coombs, Jr. I
Graduate students attending the I
main campus full-time may apply!
for this $1000 scholarship. Selection I
criteria will Include academic merit I
and financial need. Deadline is April I
15.
Slater Award
One award of $1500 will be made!
to an undergraduate student to
recognize the ability of the student!
to do outstanding work in any areal
of the University. Deadline fori
departmental recommendations is
April 15.

I

Auburn General Hospital Scholar-I
ships
Two $500 scholarships will be I
awarded to students studying health
occupation. Deadline is April 7.
Applications are available from the
Financial Aid Office, Jones 106.

IFC/Panhellenic Corner

Informal Rushees Welcomed
to
Greek Life
By Mark Pannell
Spring Informal Rush was quite
successful for the Greeks this year.
For both IFC and Panhellenic, the
number of those participating was
considerably larger than ever
before. Approximately 50 rushees in
all - 17 through IFC and 35 through
Panhellenic, had the opportunity to
look into, find out about, and
become part of the Greek system.
Both organizations are glad to
welcome their new members:

SIGMA CHI
Karl Delien
Chris Perkins
KAPPA SIGMA
Tim Stinnett
BETA THETA PI
Mark Pang
Jim Pfeiffer
Steve Swenson
SIGMA NU
Steve Hostetter
Jim Geer

by Sam Chandler
The class of '81 has established a
Media Enrichment Fund which will
serve as its gift to the University; all
of this is furthering the tradition
created by the class of '80. The tradition is centered around the notion of
imparting something of considerable
worth to the University. The Media
Fund is operating in a donation style:
collecting $2.00 from each graduate
on an annual basis of up to five
years. Within this five year period,
the Fund will go towards the purchasing of some of the more educational sources available to the
library audio-visual department.
This will Include the purchase of
such things as cassette recorders and
projectors, pre-recorded audiocassettes and discs (such as plays
and speeches), and relevant classical
and contemporary records. Some of
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the benefits from this first annual'
donation will be reaped within six
months. Ideally, it is hoped that the
majority of the '61 graduates will
continue to contribute to this Fund
for the next four years, as well; and if
it is possible, an Increase In those
future donations would be great.
During the March cap and gown
fitting sessions, 60% of those prospective graduates that were fitted,
contributed with their $2.00 donation, and the University extends a
hearty thanks. If there are any prospective graduates who haven't had
the opportunity to contribute to this
enrichment gift, you may still do so;
simply notify the bookstore cashier
If you have any questions or concerns relating to this Fund, please
contact either Rich Stockstad or
Kevin Jacques in the Alumni Relations Office in Jones 220, ext. 3245.

Navy to Interview
Interested
Students
from
sociology, accounting, finance and
A representative
the Department of the Navy will be on campus
April 7th to interview students interested in summer/fall Cooperative
Education Job Placements with the
Navy Administrative Coop Program.

In addition to receiving valuable
professional career training while
still in school, students are paid
from $200 to $250 per week and earn
% unit of credit for each semster
they are enrolled in the coop program. After graduation, coop participants are eligible for permanent
Civic Service career positions with
the Department of The Navy.
To be eligible for the Navy
placements students must have
sohpomore or junior standing with
at least two full semesters remaining
before graduation. Appropriate majors for the program are business,
computer science, psychology,

related fields.
Positions available In the state of
Washington include personnel
management, accounting, program
analyst, logistics management, procurement, quality and reliability
assurance and supply management.
Positions available in out-of-state
areas include those mentioned
above plus computer specialist,
management analyst, financial
systems analyst, budget analyst,
education specialist, transportation
management and printing management.
Students must sign up for interviews in advance and complete applications before the interview. For
further information and applications
contact the Cooperative Education/Internship Office, 301 Jones,
x3337.

Do you like backgammon, chess, poker, cribbage, D&D, or
any other indoor games?
Then keep those Monday nights free! On March 30 and
every Monday thereafter the Games Committee of Student
Programs is sponsoring an 8 pm. game night.
If you need a new opponent, come on out! If you have
any questions or suggestions, please contact Kemble at
x3367. Participants should bring their own games.

John Richey
Glen Bean
Jim Tiegen
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Allen Jackson
Terry Aoki
Dave White
PHI DELTA THETA
Jim Montecucco
ALPHA PHI
Keneta Anderson
Mary Beth King
Wendy Thompson
CHI OMEGA
Margaret Christenson
Cheryl Sutton
DELTA DELTA DELTA
Vicki Callahan
Lori Coyner
Agnes Hui
Liz Jannsen
Micki Robbins
Continued on Page 15

tle0 H Wes 41
HAIR DESIGN
SPECIALS
EASTER SPECIALS
20 Percent OFF
All Perms
Includes Haircut
(regularly $211-38)

Haircut
and
Blowdry
$10.50

Cut $7.00
3321 N. 26th

759-2363
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For Whom the Bell Tolls?

Chimes are Real, but Clock Stops Ticking

by Crystal Wesley

Walking across campus one
warm, sunny afternoon, I looked up
through the picturesque fir trees,
only to notice for the hundredth
time this year, that the Thompson
Hall clock still read five after five-oclock. How ironic that this conspicuous structure should tower so
majestically over the University of
Puget Sound — an institution which is
supposedly so reliant on time to control its day-to-day workings.

In a sense, the old clock makes a
very powerful statement about life
at UPS. It seems to proclaim the
suspension of time here in this
sheltered, self-sufficient little
school. We are so isolated from the
"real world," that we often forget it
still exists.
As I pondered the almost satiric
meaning of it all, I recalled the lyrics
from an old tune by Chicago: "Does
anybody really know what time it is?
Does anybody really care?" Looking
around at the scantily-clad bodies
basking lazily in the sun, I knew that
most of these students were probably trying to "forget" what time it
was, and "forget" to go to Biology
lab. Where is the time when we need
to be reminded of it most? After calling the "administration," I learned
that they were rather oblivious to
the fact that the clock had ever stopped...after all, it has only been out of
commission for about seven months
now.
The Plant Department seemed to
be the only group directly aware of
the broken clock and its need for
repair. They have sent for the internal mechanisms to be fixed, but
John Hickey informed me that such
action was not taken until the nineteenth of this month. He said he
could not give an accurate estimation of when the clock would be run-

ning again, but that he hoped it
would be soon. Mr. Hickey made a
point of telling me that the Plant
Department doesn't always notice
things around campus that need attention, and that they often rely on
the students to alert them. My guess
is that most students assume UPS
personnel takes care of the more obvious problems around the University, especially those as apparent as

Phibbs admitted that he, for one, is
"a man of great faith," and had
trusted that the Plant Department
would take care of the problem as
soon as possible. Being one who Jogs
around campus on a regular basis,
Phibbs recalls his disappointment
when he first discovered that the
device which he used to time
himself was suddenly out of commission.
Continued on Page 16

the Thompson Hall clock. President

The machine on the left acts like a player piano for the chimes we hear
through the loudspeaker atop the library. The keyboard on the right
Photos by John Hall.
allows the user to play different tunes.

Logger Baseball

Join the voice of the loggers:
Bob Akamian

John Boots

For this season of excitement.

UPS vs U. of Portland - Sun at 12:00
UPS vs WSU - Wed at 3:00
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Polanski Recreates a Classic, 'Tess'
at marring the undeniable impact of
Polanski's masterwork. Tess, with Its
$11 million budget, is the most expensive French film ever made. A
few critics have suggested that Tess
is an atonement for the scandal
Polanski caused in 1978 when he
pleaded guilty to a morals charge of
—Roman Polanskiunlawful sexual intercourse with a
Roman Polanki's Tess is destined, thirteen-year-old girl. He served 42
deservedly, to be considered among days in California, but fled to Paris
the classics of film in the same way where he is still a fugitive from the
that Thomas Hardy's novel is regard- U.S. and nations who have extradied as a classic of English literature. tion treaties with this country. Tess is
Based on Hardy's Tess of the dedicated to Polanski's deceased
d'Urbevilles, published in 1891, wife, Sharon Tate, and reviewers
Polanski's masterful film devoutly have speculated on the film from
recreates the context of rural that perspective. All of these conEngland and achieves the same siderations, however, are tangents to
universality and archetypal a review of the film and, for the most
characters as Hardy's fatalistic tale. part, are irrelevant.
The main question that one grapTess garnered three Oscars at
Tuesday night's Academy Award ples with in Hardy's novel is whether
presentations. Winners were Pierre the title character is totally a victim
Guffroy and Jack Stephens for Art of circumstance or is she somehow
Direction, Anthony Powell for desirous of self-sacrifice? Polanski
Costume Design and In the category leaves the question enlightened, but
of Cinematography, Geoffrey poignantly unanswered. Besides emUnsworth and Ghislain Cloquet. bodying Hardy's profound themes,
Polanski's film had been nominated Polanski captures the detailed narin six categories, including Best Pic- rative with disciplined perfection.
Tess can be enjoyed solely on the
ture and Best Director.
Tess is a delicately wrought, subt- level of story or plot. It follows the
ly emotional work. There are no gim- growing complexities of an innomicks, no shortcuts taken in its cent, rural maiden at a fertility ritual
achievement of unique cinematic through an inexorable, deterministic
beauty. "It has always been a spiral to the sacrificial prostration of
beautiful, tragic love story. a fugitive murderess on an altar at
Everyone is attracted by love and I Stonehenge. The spiral is set in motried to make a film that is romantic, tion when a parson conincidentally
even sentimental," Polanski remark- passes Tess' father on the road and
ed about Tess in a recent Rolling informs him that the family name
Durbeyfield was once d'Urbeville, a
Stone interview.
But some critics have worked hard family rich in tradition and

That's the difference between talent
and genius. Talent is something you
are born with, something that comes
naturally, easily. When you take that
talent and work and work, pushing it
as far as it can go, that is genius.

Dancers Swing Through
Tacoma Next Week
In honor of National Dance Week,
April 5th to April 12th, Tacoma Performing Dance Company will pre-

sent two days of performances on
Saturday, April 11th at 8 pm and
Sunday, April 12th at 4 pm at Wilson
Auditorium in Tacoma. These two
concerts are part of Tacoma Performing Dance Company's Spring
Subscription Series of Music and
Dance. An honor Company in the
National Association for Regional
Ballet, the Tacoma company will
use the proceeds from these performances to pay expenses attending
the Pacific Regional Ballet Festival
In Stockton, California in May.
Artistic Director Jo Emery has
three works choreographed for the
April 11th and 12th series; "My
Heroes Have Always Been
Cowboys", a lively cowboy ballet
set to the music of Willie Nelson and
Rick Wakeman; "Walt's Dances",
danced to the original compositions
of Walt Wagner and selected for
performances at this year's Pacific
Regional Festival, and a new jazz
piece choreographed to the music of
Hiroshima.
Two winners of the Mellon Foundation Award for Women
Choreographers have set works on
the company this season. Sara Bonneville will premiere "Sweet for

Violin and Piano" with music by
Claude Bolling. Sundra Simmons,
the 1980 recipient of the Mellon
Award to attend the Craft of Choreography Conferences, has created
"Feeling Within" to the compositions of Ataraxia and Space. Other
dances to be seen on the two performances will be Dave Brunton's
"Jazz Angles", Tshlene Henreid's
and Cara Kavanaugh's collaboration
of "Gemini" and David Neagle's
"Abraxas".
Dancers appearing will be Susan
Barrett, Edwin Bates, Charlotte Betz ina, Janeen Boekholt, Heather
Bosch, David Brunton, Ed Buffum,
Molly Chamberlain, Brian Countryman, Leanne Erdelbrock, Tracy
Callaghan, Suzie Gindroz, Nancy
Head, Tshlene Henreid, Kevin Huff,
Michael Mefford, David Neagle,
Matt Nelson, Sundra Simmons,
Kelley Smith, Roy Stevens, Steve
Stoudt, Kathey Valleroy, Ruben
Zapata, Apprentices Laura Coffinger, Cara Kavanaugh, Cynthia
Knudson, Amber Romero, Melissa
Walsh, Junior Company Amy Baker,
Trine Folson, Tracy Jones, Mary
Tacke, Vickie Knudsen, Anne Glije
and Jennifer Wallenfels.
Tickets are available at the Bon
Marche Tacoma Mall Ticket Office
and at Jo Emery Ballet School, 7106
Sixth Avenue.

aristocratic benefits.
These impoverished, rural folk
were easily corrupted by the dreams
of elusive wealth and so Tess' father,
an unemployed, pathetic and bitter
drunk, sends his young daughter off
to plead kinship with remnants of
the rich d'Urverville line who own a
nearby estate. Ironically, they are
only prosperous farmers who have
bought the title. The son Alec
usurups Tess' innocence and she is
forced to flee In shame back to the
oppressed conditions of the
destitute, family home where she
bears a child who soon dies of illness. After various stints of manual
labor, Tess falls in love with and
marries an idealist young parson's
son, Angel Clare, who finds out too
late that he cannot reconcile himself
with her dark, victimized past. Coincidence and determinism abound in
the twists and turns of Tess' fate
Young Nastassia Kinski plays the
title role, a part which has gained
her much-deserved plaudits as the
Best New Female Star of the Year.
Acting is in her blood (her father is
actor Klaus Kinski of Nosferatu
fame) and her work is natural, fresh
and unaffected. She contains the
essence of chaste, youthful innocence in her serene beauty at the
outset, which becomes the wearying, ugly fight for survival against
the insurmountable odds of fate.
Her drunken father is played with
pathetic weakness by John Collin.
His performance is playfully funny
and deeply moving at the same time.
Rosemary Martin creates a subtle
character of serene resignation and
matriarchal strength as the widowed
mother of the blighted brood.
Other notable performances are
by Leigh Lawson as Alec d'Urbeville
and Peter Firth as Angel Clare.
Lawson portrays the strange mixture
of love and lust that Alec holds for
Tess in crisp, commanding fashion.
.

Peter Firth is wonderfully expressive,
especially in his pained face, as the
vigorous, Idealistic Angel.
The stunning grandeur of the
cinematography is iargely responsible for the success of Tess. The expansive, misty landscapes were photographed with expert care in Normandy by the late Geoffrey
Unsworth and completed by
Ghislain Cloquet. Their work
underscores the dark, brooding
fatalism of Hardy in several cloudy
and stark sequences, especially the
wretched conditions at the turnip
farm. Always at the edge, but just
out of touch, is hopefulness, serenity
and comfort.
Philippe Sarde is responsible for
the music, a wistful blend of lovely
pastoral motifs and the recurring
theme of melancholy and fatalism.
Pierre Guffroy and Jack Stephen's
art direction and Anthony Powell's
costumes are also aspects that contribute to the overall authenticity
and attention to detail in the artistically unified film.
Tess is three hours of slow-moving,
subtle impact with meticulous
reverence to detail and Hardy's text
that ultimately rewards an attentive
audience. It tugs at our deepest
emotions with its tentative, almost
shy, but monolithic beauty. It marks
a departute from Polanski's previous
preoccupations with absurdist
works, stylized insanity and a
cynical stress on sexuality and
violence. Polanski has achieved a
classic film with unaccustomed
discipline and maturity. Tess exhibits
the potential of his filmmaking
genius.
Tess is playing at one of the
largest theatres in town, The
Tacoma Mall Twin, but beware of
long lines and full houses. Times are
7:30 and 10:35; adult admission is
$4.00. Ticket information at
475-6282.

■

you only have one chance
to make a first impression...

SPECIALIZING IN
CONTEMPORARY
HAIR DESIGN
752-5052
3909 6th Ave.
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aums
Rusfii"
Drags
By David C. Smith
Rush

Moving Pictures
PolyGram Records, Inc.

Ever since Rush released 2112, its
most artistic achievement, its audience has been the more educated
and intelligent of heavy metal rock
fans, if there are such people.
2112 boasted a musical dramatic
version of Ayn Rand's Anthem, five
other unique and excitable tunes of
varying styles of music, and excellent lyrics, such as the following
excerpts of "2112:"

We are the priests
Of the Temples of Syrinx
Our great computers
Fill the hallowed halls...
Look around this world we've
made
Equality
Our stock in trade
Come and join the Brotherhood of
Man
What a nice contented world
Let the banners be unfurled
Hold the Red Star proudly
High in hand...
And the hero's description of the
guitar he finds in the wilderness:

Through Fair Album

See how it sings a sad heart
And joyously screams out its pain
Chords that build high like a
mountain
Or notes that fall gently, like rain.
Since then, Rush' lyrics have lost
much of their bite, and this is painfully obvious on their new album.
Moving Pictures is not particularly
bad, except that there is nothing
overly special about the album. Its
lyrics wane when compared to
previous performances, and the
music is slowly losing its origninality, as each song becomes a rehash of
a previous hit.
Far and away the best selection on
the album is "Limelight," which is an
old theme with a new twist:

All the world's indeed a stage
And we are merely players
Performers and portrayers
Each another's audience
Outside the gilded cage
Yet the tune music itself is vaguely
remiscent of "Free Will," a cut off
their last LP.
Another excellent song is "Witch
Hunt," which brings back to us the
Neil Peart (Rush' chief lyricist) of
old, complete with bitterness against
current trends in society and against
the resurgence of the religious right:
They say there are strangers, who
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■ Top Artists.
■ Major Labels.

Hundreds of Selections.
"Pop" to Classic.
Stereo LP Albums.
Cassettes. Box Sets.
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NEXT TWO
WEEKS

UPS BOOKSTORE
15th N. Lawrence

8:30 - 4:30

threaten us,
In our immigrants and infidels
They say there is strangeness, too
dangerous
In our theatres and bookstore
shelves
Those who know what's best for us
Must rise and save us, from
ourselves
Also decent is "The Camera Eye,"
a maddening plea to the residents of
New York and London to attend to
their cities which waste away from
the ignorance of the masses and the
blindness of its leaders.
The remaining songs are generally
uninteresting filler tunes. "Tom

Sawyer" could have had a powerful
message, but the characterization of
the modern Tom Sawyer is
downright shallow, while the music
depends too much on special sound
effects. "Vital Signs" suffers from
ridiculous lyrics (suprising for Peart)
and mindless repetition. The other
two songs are unmemorable.
Peart, as usual, is excellent and
powerful on drums. Geddy Lee
steals the performance with his impressive synthesizer and bass guitar,
while his vocals soar up and glide
down the scale with his usual
smooth and refined voice. Alex
Lifeson turns in a typical performance on electric guitar ;

KUPS TOP TEN
Eric Clapton, Another Ticket
Rod Stewart, Foolish Behavior
Elvis Costello, Trust
Phil Collins, Face Value
Grover Washington, Jr., Winelight
Alan Parsons Project, The Turn of a
Friendly Card
Fleetwood Mac, Live
Shot in the Dark, Shot in the Dark,
Phoebe Snow, Rock Away
Phil Seymour, Phil Seymour
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Game Room
Plan Axed

30 ft.
Shelving

e
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Continued from Page 3
Booth would be a game room,
holding approximately ten
machines, and carpet on both floor
and walls with acoustic ceiling tiles
to cut down on noise.
The Renovation Committee feels
that the Union House has become
less of an asset to the University
because of its overuse, and that a
separate game room and lounging
area on the main floor would solve
the problem. The little coffee house
currently serves as a T.V. room,
music center, special events theater,
and game room as well, and unfortunately, it is too small to successfully carry out all of these programs at once. The noisy clanging of
pinball machines is very distracting
to students who are trying to watch
T.V. or carry on a relaxing conversation over lunch.
The Committee also argued that
the first impression of the SUB is
"directly influenced by the first view
one sees upon entering the
building." They believe it is important not only to create an inviting atmosphere that will attract prospectives and impress visitors, but to
draw off-campus students onto the

' f

Rack

Employee
entrance

INFO BOOTH
Carpet
Bright Spot
Lighting

-1IF

GAME ROOM
Carpet on floor
walls
Acoustic tile on ceil.
Dim Spot Lighting

/
Cs -Jn:er

Ias

Overhead panel
Lighting for
bulletin bd.

The floor plan for the proposed info boothlgame room. Carpeting on
the walls and floors would dampen noise, while dim lighting would make
screens of electronic games easily visible.
Drawing by Clark Yerrington.

University grounds, making them
feel less alienated and more
welcome.
It seems the area that was in question is "in a strategic and useful
location," according to the Renovation Committee. They claim that
although it Is currently designated to
Food Service storage, only a small
portion of it is actually being used.
The Committe also feels certain
that the project would have more
than paid for itself within a year's
time through the use of game
machines. (The three now in the
Union House have already made net

earnings of over $10,000 since they
were first installed this year.)
The Renovation Committee also
claims that there would be some
very significant advantages to the
plan they presented besides those
most apparent. For instance, the
game machines would continue to
provide a constant, source of income which could be placed in a
reserve fund for further Student
Union Building projects. They point
out that, compared to most other
Universities, the UPS SUB "falls
woefully short in many areas,"
-those "areas" pertaining to both

facility availability, and SUB condition in general. Furthermore, if the
proposal had been approved, the Info Booth would be required to remain open during evenings and on
weekends. This would be especially
beneficial because most of the campus visitors show up on Saturdays
and Sundays, when the present Info
Booth is closed.
It appears the SUB Renovation
Committee and Facilities Committee
have a lot more discussing and
disputing ahead of them, but as of
now, the F.C. has not yet scheduled a
time for the two groups to
reconvene.

Departments Stagger after Budget
Continued from Page 3
Catch-22: when limiting the quantity
and quality of art courses, the enrollment will continue to decline and
the interest in art will lessen.
Eliminating sculpture from the
course offerings simply adds to the
enrollment problem." Professor
Green added to this statement. "If
this trend keeps up, three or four
years down the road UPS may not be
offering any art at all, or just art
history. Colleges are under a lot of
pressure, but to be a liberal arts college and not offer an art degree
seems to be against the philosophy."
One complication caused by
dropping sculpture is that the Art
Department requires the class for its
graduates. Also, most graduate
schcols require It for admittance to
their program. As David Green
pointed out, "I can't really speak for
the department, but they probably
feel the same way I do. If we could
change the requirements, we would.
But the Art Association requires
sculpture for accredidation. Dropping this class affects the standing of
the person who gets an Art degree or
wants to go on to grad school." He
•

also said that he was the only person
in the department qualified to teach
sculpture, as the other faculty
received their degrees in different
areas. "Besides, most of the faculty
did their graduate work over ten
years ago. Art has changed since
then. I've done my work within the
past five years. I'm teaching current
knowledge and new ideas, which is
important to any field." Professor
McCuisten was not available for
comment, but Dean Davis, in reply
to the above, remarked that "No
department can offer everything. It
would be nice to keep sculpture, but
there are limits. The Art Department
already has painting, pottery, watercolor, etc."
The other area that is heavily affected by the budget cuts is the
English Department. Out of the
original $100,000, anywhere from
14-16,000 was taken from the English
budget. Like the Art Department,
they were told what classes would
be dropped, and it is a topic of hot
discussion. "The department should
be the one to decide which classes
are cut," said Tim Hansen, department head, "The decision was made

Continued from Page 4
languages. And, there isn't a better
way to understand the English
language than by studying a foreign
one.
Another reason for learning a
foreign language is that when traveling, one is accepted more readily by
the people If one speaks their
language and understands their
culture. Even If only a few words can
be said and the effort is made, the
"natives" are much more kind and
helpful. Unfortunately, there are

many Americans who, even when
traveling, think that everyone else
should speak English. Their arrogance only serves to make life
more difficult for other travelers.
We should preserve and improve
the rich cultural mixture of our
country, rather than continue to
apathetically watch its deterioration. If you are aware of our foreign
language situation and the problems it presents, and you care, you
can and should do something about
It .

Foreign Language
Ignorance Unexcusable

by Dean Bauer. We have a better
idea as to what could reasonably be
dropped and we'd like to make our
own decisions." Dean Davis refuted
this statement. "The departments
have the opportunity to absorb any
classes in load. They obviously
choose to have what they feel to be
more important classes taught by
career faculty. What's left over is
taught by supplemental staff."
One result of the decreased
number of English 101 classes is the
increase in class limit size. It has
grown from fifteen to eighteen
students per class size. When questioned regarding this, Anne Enquist,
an adjunct English professor, laughed and said, "You can't print profanity, can you?" Crowing more serious,
she added, "One of the reasons I

came to teach here was the samll
class size and the satisfaction in
teaching that allows. So I was
dismayed when the University made
that decision. I've only had a few
classes with fifteen students,
because you usually let in one or
two more. So does that mean they
will now have twenty students per
class?"
Summing up the prevalent attitude of English majors on the effects of the decrease in budget-and
it is a sentiment echoed, in spirit, by
the Art majors-Russ Stoddard, a
senior, commented wryly, "It really
shouldn't be that bad. The only people I can really see being affected by
these cuts are those that would like
to learn to read, write and communicate better."

Summerwear is Here!
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Tracksters Claim
Victory Over TCC
By Steve Gerrodelte
The men's and women's track
teams were quite successful at the
Tacoma Community College Invitational. The running conditions were
far from ideal but, many individuals
turned in their best performances of
the year
Marlene Dean led the women's
team with a victory in the 100 meter
dash and a second place finish in the
long jump. She also teamed up with
Vicki Chappell, Caron Zech and
Diane Thompson to win the 400
meter relay. Marlene broke her own
school record in the 100 meter with
a time of 12.2, which also qualified
her for the nationals. Other women
who brought home ribbons Included:
Caron Zech - 3rd place in the long
jump, Stacy Howe - 3rd place in the
discus, and Kathy Parnell - 3rd place
in the 800 meter run. The 1600 meter
relay team of Lcri Kelly, Kathy
.

Parnell, Diane Thompson and
Stephanie Hosa, ended the meet
with a well earned second place
finish.
The men were equally successful.
Mike Pavel and Jeff Green, each
brought home a trophy with wins in
the javelin and shot put respectively.
Other point scorers included: Walt
Hines - 2nd place in the 400 meter intermediate hurdles, Brian Threlkeld
-3rd place in the shot put, John
Williams - 5th place in the 110 meter
high hurdles, Jeff Trammell - 6th
place in the 800 meter run, and Dean
Talley - 5th in the 200 meter and 6th
in the 100 meter dashes.
The Loggers will head out of town
for their next four meets but they
will return on May 2 for the J.D.
Shotwell Invitational which will be
held at Baker Stadium. We will be
expecting a lot of support from the
U.P.S. community as the Loggers
close out their 1981 season.

Tennis Players Boast
Winning 3-1 Record
The UPS men's tennis team, with
at 3-1 record, will be continuing their
long home-stand this weekend.
Saturday morning at 9:30, the Loggers will take on Whitman University, a team UPS has never played. The
Loggers then face a formidable opponent in the form of Portland
University at 3:00 pm on Sunday.
Portland promises to be one of the
toughest teams that UPS will face
this year.
Both of these meets will be held in
the UPS Pavillion. There is now
seating available inside the tennis
courts, so come on out and cheer on
the Loggers. Meets ge-Ierally last
about three hours.
When asked about the team's
outlook on tht season. team-caotain

Happy Hour
Thursday Night

Terry Lane answered, "That depends
on our desire. From our top six
players of last year, we've lost our
number 2, 3, and 6 men. The guys
who have moved up are eager to fill
those shoes, which is a good sign.
We're a young team, but we find our
strength in the depth of the line-up.
"Personally, I haven't been coming through in the tight spots, losing
three very close matches (two of
which were three-set matches), but I
think my head's into it now," Lane
continued.
Lane, 1-3 at the No. 1 spot, teams
up with Eric Prestbo, 3-1 at No. 2, to
form the No. 1 doubles team, with a
3-1 record. Also in the top six are Bill
Brown, Chris Perkins, John Hall, and
Doug Bremner

Logger hurdler races in practice yesterday to prepare for
Photo by Carrie Thorne.
lengthy road trip.

Bob Jackson Places
Seventh at Nationals
By Mike Woerner
UPS' own Bob Jackson competed
this last weekend in the NCAA Division One National Swimming and
Diving Championships in Austin,
Texas.
Bob was one of only three Division Two swimmers to compete in
this meet in the last 12 years.
Bob placed seventh in the
100-breaststroke with a time of
55.21; however, his time was the
fourth fastest in the meet. Jackson

missed qualifying for the championship final by one-hundredth of a second, so he had to swim in the consolation finals which he won.
Jackson's seventh place finish was
worth enough points for UPS to
finish 23rd out of 61 teams who competed. Of the Northwest Division
One teams, the University of
Washington sent seven swimmers
and the University of Oregon sent
one — all failed to score. All in all, it
was an amazing accomplishment,

Swimmer Bob Jackson outperformed every swimmer in the Northwest
who attended Nationals and is the third Division Two swimmer to attend Division One championships in 12 years. Photo by David Frankel.
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Leonard: All-American!
Senior Joe Leonard, All-American basketbali
player was selected to the first team All-American,
Division II by Basketball Weekly. He was also
selected as the only small college player to appear
in the East/West All Star game in Philadelphia this
past weekend. The NABC tourney was won this
year by the West and Joe had a standout effort
scoring five points and eight rebounds in the 99-97
victory.

VancouveriVictoria: For
Only Sixty-Five Dollars
IM Soccer is kicking off a new season.

Photo by Carrie Thorne.

IM Sports

Animal Hoopers
Dominate League
The Zoo continued their domination of the men's B division with a
51-44 win over Due Time in the division championships. The Zoo is the
reigning Winterim champions.
Winners in the other divisions
were the Fieldhouse Hoopers
(womens) who squeezed past
Regester in overtime, 22-19; T&G
Palace, the new men's A division
champ; and the Clapptons, winner of
the C ranks.
The Fieldhouse Hoopers made it
to the final with an opening round
bye and by beating the Burning
Flames handily, 42-24. Regester who
also logged a first round bye, beat
their only other opponents, the Coneheads, 38-31.
In the men's division, T&G Palace
capped off a starting play-off campaign with a 49-37 win over the team
that had beaten them in the regular
season, the tournament favorite, the
Bandits. T&G had a tough road to
the final. In the opening round they
knocked off the Rat Patrol, 53-52,

then got past the Hunched Back
Crime Fighters (who had beaten
them in the regular season), 47-44.
The Bandits first blew past the
Nipens, 64-40, and then beat Tort
Feasors, 50-52.
The Zoo, after a first round bye,
went on to embarrass Kappa Sigma,
62-39, win easily over the Beta B
squad, 55-37. Due Time had a little
longer play-off road. Their first
round saw them get past the Who,
61-50, Emulak, 40-34 in the second
round, and the Munchkins, 82-46 in
the semi's.
Finally, in the C division, the Clapptons had a short play-off road. They
had a first round bye, then had a
close semi-final game with the White
Papolos, 37-36.
We would like to congratulate
the Champions of the four divisions
- Fieldhouse Hoopers (women's);
T&G Palace (A); The Zoo (B); Clapptons (C) and thank all the players
this spring for their great participation.

Streakers Shine

IMMIGRATION
ADVICE
ELEANOR C.

HOAGUE

ATTORNEY ABOGADA

BART KLEIN
ATTORNEY
210 NEW ENGLAND BLDG.
219 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98104 EE. UU.
CALL FOR TACOMA INTERVIEW

(206) 621-8777

is sponsoring a spring vacation
package to Vancouver and Victoria,
B.C. Departure is set for Sunday,
April 12, at 10:00 am, followed by
four exciting nights in Canada before
returning on Thursday night, April
16. The price is only $65.00, which
includes accomodations, transportation, and ferry rides to and from
Vicotoria.

Specifically, the trip itinerary is as
two nights at the Sandman
Hotel, located in the center of
downtown VAncouver, near Stanley
Park and Gas Town. The Sandman
Hotel features swimming pool and
follows:

Greek Corner

this the start of a new trend?" I will
not even begin to pretend to know
the answers to questions such as
these nor will I purport that these
are really pertinent questions. Instead I will offer this seeming cureall: "Who knows???"

sauna, and is conveniently situated
near several restaurant and bars.
While in Vancouver, plans will include a trip to Stanley Park, Gouss
Mountain, the University of British
Columbia, and Gas Town (all optional, but fun!). Tuesday afternoon,
a ferry ride will take us to Victoria
and the Royal Olympic Hotel, near
the waterfront and the Empress
Hotel. While in Victoria, one may
visit Butchart Gardens, museums,
and the bars (drinking age is 191).
It will be a great time for everyone
at the low price of $65 plus meals.
Space is very limited, so please respond soon. Any questions? Contact
Sue at 756-3367 (Tours and Travel).
Kyle Ripley
Carrie Smith
Nancy Sratton

Continued from Page 9

GAMMA PHI BETA
Mary Cannon
Nancy Hahlbeck
Dana Kruse
Julie Traylor

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Tracy Berno
Rose Peacy
Barb Tabbert

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Brooke Beatty
Karen Cashen
Lisa Cook
Sandra Johnston

PI BETA PHI
Lori Hardwick
Barbi Osborn
Holly Sabelhouse
-
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Continued from Page 3

theories from making the rounds on
the UPS campus. Depending upon
whom you speak to, these four
could be residents of Seward Hall or
cleverly disguised Sigma Chi's out
on a lark after a chapter meeting.
Also out of the ranks of speculation
an accomplice appears. This fifth
female supposedly takes on the role
of one who collected the clothes
from the library after the deed was
done.
It is usually at this point that the
correspondent asks such grand questions as "Why did they do It?" or "Is

ASUPS Tours and Travels committee
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JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS

Tru-Art Frame Co.
Picture frames, glass. matting ,.
10% discount to UPS

2609 6th Ave. Ph. 572-7972

TYPING

Experienced guitarist offering
lessons for beginners. Reasonable
rates. Paul Alleva, 752-9374. If no
answer please leave message.

Term Papers 1 hesis
Dissertations Reports
Manuscripts Resumes
FAST & A((IIRATF
Pickup delivery available
Computerized typing
Word processing

ECKANKAR - A way of life
For a taped message call
272-5693

sti

927-7935

COMTEXT

available through government
agencies, many sell for under
$200.00. Call 602-941-8014 Ext.
7642 for your directory on how to
purchase.

TEACHERS WANTED
Elementary and Secondary. West
and other states. $15 Registration
Fee which is Refundable. Ph. (505(
877-7802 Southwest Teachers'
Agency, Box 4337, Alb., NM 87196.

WANTED
Five self starters desirious of supplementing college expenses
through a sales/management part
time business opportunity. Flexible
hours. Exceptional income poten-

107

Read Seth Speaks?
Psychic Research Group seeks
knowledgeable area representative. PHYSIC STUDIES, Box 1627,
Bozeman, Mt. 59715.

The Combat Zone
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10 The Combat Zone is Intended
as a satirical work and has, as
such, been set off from the
4
rest of this newspaper. Any
4 resemblance to any person,
place, or other entity, with or
without satirical intent, Is
strictly coincidental.
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ALWAYS
FUNNIER
THAN FICTION
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SUB Night for the
April Foolish
by Sam Chandler
It's that time of the year again)
Yes, you've got it; it's the Fourth Annual Foolish Pleasures and Sub
Night special. This is your opportunity to see some of UPS' greatest
talent In the movies. For those of
you who still might be confused
about all of this, let me explain.
In the course of the past four
years, Campus Films (with the expertise of such notable figures as )osh
Sherwin and Bob Burns) has
established and and advanced the
notion of having campus living
groups write, cast, and direct their
own "creative and often hilarious
cinematographic look at what life is
really like for the typical campus
resident." The final showings of
these films are presented at the annual special. Within its short history,
the event has drawn hundreds of
anxious students to see outstanding
performances, such a% the SAE's
"The Mr. Phil Show " and the troop

at Anderson-Langdon, "The
Kangaroo that Jumped A-L." This
year's special is destined to prove as
equally enlightening: with such
groups as The Budil House and their
"Cocky Revenge," the Seward Hall
Independents' "Another One Rides
the Bus," and those delightful
Thetas' "Ride Like The Wind."
The whole night begins with the
beat of the Bavarian Village Band at
7 p.m., followed by the "Parade of
the Stars" at 9 p.m.; this parade is
your opportunity to see the stars of
these superb films in the "light."
After the parade and the actual
screening of the films, which begins
at 9:30 p.m., more music will be provided by two exceptional groups,
Panda and Seawind. The whole night
is bound to be fruitful. Again, all of
the events will be taking place
within the SUB beginning at 7 p.m.
For more information, if necessary,
please contact the Student Programs
Office at ext. 3367 - SUB 213.

Those Bells are Real!!
Continued from Page 10
Who's chiming the belle I often

wonder if we can't depend on
anything anymore, even the trivial
things in life. Being a romantic at
heart, I was thoroughly crushed
when I heard (through the grapevine)
that the University bells were simply
a recording that someone played
over a loudspeaker ever hour. I soon
learned that this rumor was a
widespread belief, and not wanting
to acknowledge such a weak attempt at a "back east" atmosphere
on my alma mater's part, I set out to
prove the rumor wrong.
At first, I found that many UPS
personnel and students alike were
very confused as to just where the
University chimes were located.
Some thought they rang from the
Thompson Hall clock. Others claimed they were In the library tower
Jones Hall and the music building
were also popular answers, but with
.

a little research I found out the
truth. It seems the chimes are
authentic, enclosed within a locked
room in the top of the campus
library. However, the machinery that
controls the bells lies in the top of
the music building and is programmed to set off the chimes at the same
time every hour. One secretary in
the music department told me that
the bells' mechanisms only needed
checking once In a great while.
You still may be wondering, "Does
anybody really caret" Well frankly, I
do. Maybe I'm one of the few people
at this school who cares if the
University clock doesn't work, or
that the chimes I live by every
day are for real
But tomorrow I plan to ask the
SUB cook if the scrambled eggs are
really made from powder. If they
are, I might have to live with it, but
maybe next week the clock will be
fixed...

Morgan Whalen (left) will be appearing as a Showcase feature next
Wednesday, April 8, from 11:30 am -1:00 pm, in the SUB Lounge.
Whalen has performed for the New Christy Minstrels, and has
appeared at the Greek Theater, the Copacabana, the Academy
Awards Show, the Johnny Carson Show, and the White House.
He has also performed on stage with the Leon Russell, Hoyt Axton, Kenny Rogers, Todd Southwick, and Mel Tillis.

Slide Shows, Events
Scheduled by AGAPE
The Agape Christian Fellowship
(IVCF chapter) is planning to host
several events during the week of
April 6 - 9th. The major thrust of the
week is to help the students, faculty,
and staff at UPS realize that world
injustices do exsist. Moreover,
various solutions and opportunities
for involvement will be highlighted.
The Agape group put together a
slideshow (over the last three
months) and this will be shown in
Mc006 onthree different dates:
Tuesday, April 7th at 7:00 pm,
Wednesday, April 8th at 4:00 pm,
Thursday, April 9th at 7:00 pm,

The slideshow discusses various
aspects of legal, economic, and
social injustices. Everyone is encouraged to see this presentation at
least once. Various booktables will
be set up throughout the week, and
a donation box for either canned
food or money will be located at the
booktable.
This is an effort to incite each of
us to action. The food and money
will go to meet local needs. Additional information and pamphlets
listing ways to become involved, will
also be available at the booktables
and after each showing of the
slideshow.

